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The Doors of Perception 2010-01-26 discover this profound
account of huxley s famous experimentation with mescalin that
has influenced writers and artists for decades concise evocative
wise and above all humane the doors of perception is a
masterpiece sunday times in 1953 in the presence of an
investigator aldous huxley took four tenths of a gram of mescalin
sat down and waited to see what would happen when he opened
his eyes everything from the flowers in a vase to the creases in his
trousers was transformed huxley described his experience with
breathtaking immediacy in the doors of perception in its sequel
heaven and hell he goes on to explore the history and nature of
mysticism still bristling with a sense of excitement and discovery
these illuminating and influential writings remain the most
fascinating account of the visionary experience ever written with a
foreword j g ballard
The Doors of Perception and Heaven and Hell 2017-03-22 two
great classics come to life in one of the most loved books in
american history remastered to include illustrated exercises a
biography of aldous huxley and including the full essay of heaven
and hell and the doors to perception this book is a great gift to
those who are unfamiliar with his work or may have forgotten
about huxley s famous contemplations of life and death zkbs c all
rights reserved
The Doors Of Perception 2014-01-01 long before tom wolf s the
electric kool aid acid test or hunter s thompson s fear and loathing
in las vegas aldous huxley wrote about his mind bending
experiences taking mescaline in his essay the doors of perception
written largely from the first person perspective the doors of
perception blends eastern mysticism with scientific
experimentation in equal parts and what results is one of the most
influential meditations on the effects of hallucinatory drugs on the
human psyche ever written in the western canon huxley s doors of
perception ushered in a whole new generation of counter culture
icons such as jackson pollock john cage and timothy leary and
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inspired jim morrison and the naming of his band the doors
harperperennial classics brings great works of literature to life in
digital format upholding the highest standards in ebook production
and celebrating reading in all its forms look for more titles in the
harperperennial classics collection to build your digital library
The Doors of Perception and Heaven and Hell 2009-07-28 half an
hour after swallowing the drug i became aware of a slow dance of
golden lights among the most profound explorations of the effects
of mind expanding drugs ever written here are two complete
classic books the doors of perception and heaven and hell in which
aldous huxley author of the bestselling brave new world reveals
the mind s remote frontiers and the unmapped areas of human
consciousness this new edition also features an additional essay
drugs that shape men s minds which is now included for the first
time
The Doors of Perception 2021-06-22 the man who comes back
through the door in the wall will never be quite the same as the
man who went out aldous huxley first took mescalin in 1953 and
continued his experiments with hallucinogenic drugs until 1963
when on his deathbed he asked for and was given lsd huxley
explores the effects of the mescalin experience describing how the
drug enabled him to discover a sacramental vision of reality he
also discusses the spiritual and moral implications of the
experience demonstrating how negative emotions can transform
man s perceptual nirvana into a schizophrenic hell
The Doors of Perception & Heaven and Hell 2013 two classic texts
in one volume reveal huxley s explorations into the mind s remote
frontiers and the unmapped areas of human consciousness
The Doors of Perception 1960 an eye opening response to
aldous huxley s widely influential work on psychedelics physical
reality and consciousness what exactly are hallucinations are they
actually doors to another reality anthony peake thinks so in this
stunning book he takes aldous huxley s the doors of perception
and updates it using the latest information from quantum
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mechanics neurochemistry and consciousness studies most
human beings perceive the doors of perception as being securely
closed but here peake analyzes the concept of the scale of
transcendence and suggests there is a scale of perceptions
whereby the doors are slowly opened bit by bit to reveal the true
nature of reality for normal people glimpses of this reality what the
gnostics called the pleroma are experienced during noetic
experiences however for others the doors are prized open by
certain neurological processes starting with migraine and
progressing through various altered states such as temporal lobe
epilepsy bipolar syndrome autism and schizophrenia a pioneering
work on the relationship between physical reality and
consciousness opening the doors of perception suggests that man
can indeed perceive reality in its true glory
Opening The Doors of Perception 2016-09-13 inspired by the
poetry of william blake heaven and hell delves into the murky
topic of human consciousness through a discussion of religious
mystical perception biochemistry and psychoactive drug
experimentation heaven and hell explains how science art religion
literature and psychoactive drugs can expand the reader s
everyday view of reality offering a more profound grasp of the
human experience like his earlier essay the doors of perception
aldous huxley s heaven and hell exerted a tremendous influence
on the counter culture movement of the 1960s inspiring the
imaginations of an entire generation of artists and revolutionaries
like jim morrison and jackson pollack harpertorch brings great
works of non fiction and the dramatic arts to life in digital format
upholding the highest standards in ebook production and
celebrating reading in all its forms look for more titles in the
harpertorch collection to build your digital library
Heaven And Hell 2014-01-01 how historical social and cultural
forces shaped the psychedelic experience in midcentury america
from cia experiments with lsd to timothy leary s harvard psilocybin
project are psychedelics invaluable therapeutic medicines or
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dangerously unpredictable drugs that precipitate psychosis tools
for spiritual communion or cognitive enhancers that spark
innovation activators for one s private muse or part of a political
movement in the 1950s and 1960s researchers studied
psychedelics in all these incarnations often arriving at
contradictory results in american trip ido hartogsohn examines
how the psychedelic experience in midcentury america was
shaped by historical social and cultural forces by set the mindset
of the user and setting the environments in which the experience
takes place
Heaven and Hell 2008 this book takes a serious look at the use of
psychedelic drugs as a means to achieve mystical union with the
divine
American Trip 2020-07-14 offers a reconsideration of the potential
of mind expanding compounds from a religious point of view
Cleansing the Doors of Perception 2003 this classic book has
been updated to include perception exercises that readers can
take as they read the text the doors of perception is a
philosophical essay released as a book by aldous huxley first
published in 1954 it details his experiences when taking mescaline
the book takes the form of huxley s recollection of a mescaline trip
that took place over the course of an afternoon in may 1953
The Doors of Perception 1970 fulfilling manuel córdova s promise
of another story f bruce lamb s rio tigre and beyond recounts an
unparalleled amazonian adventure completing the life story of
manuel córdova rios who at the beginning of the 20th century was
abducted by native american tribals to be trained as their new
shaman here he remembers the rest of his life a series of missions
and adventures guided by his pre columbian training but in the
context of the upper amazonian peruvian river city of iquitos in a
world intricately changed by its millennial contact with the
imported columbian civilization
Cleansing the Doors of Perception 2000 a manual for opening the
doors of perception and directly engaging the intelligence of the
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natural world provides exercises to directly perceive and interact
with the complex living self organizing being that is gaia reveals
that every life form on earth is highly intelligent and
communicative examines the ecological function of invasive plants
bacterial resistance to antibiotics psychotropic plants and fungi
and the human species in plant intelligence and the imaginal
realm stephen harrod buhner reveals that all life forms on earth
possess intelligence language a sense of i and not i and the
capacity to dream he shows that by consciously opening the doors
of perception we can reconnect with the living intelligences in
nature as kindred beings become again wild scientists
nondomesticated explorers of a gaian world just as goethe barbara
mcclintock james lovelock and others have done for as einstein
commented we cannot solve the problems facing us by using the
same kind of thinking that created them buhner explains how to
use analogical thinking and imaginal perception to directly
experience the inherent meanings that flow through the world that
are expressed from each living form that surrounds us and to
directly initiate communication in return he delves deeply into the
ecological function of invasive plants bacterial resistance to
antibiotics psychotropic plants and fungi and most importantly the
human species itself he shows that human beings are not a plague
on the planet they have a specific ecological function as important
to gaia as that of plants and bacteria buhner shows that the
capacity for depth connection and meaning filled communication
with the living world is inherent in every human being it is as
natural as breathing as the beating of our own hearts as our own
desire for intimacy and love we can change how we think and in so
doing begin to address the difficulties of our times
The Doors of Perception; And, Heaven & Hell 1992 a genius a
writer who spent his life decrying the onward march of the
machine the new yorker brave new world author aldous huxley on
enlightenment and the ultimate reality in this anthology of twenty
six essays and other writings aldous huxley discusses the nature
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of god enlightenment being good and evil religion eternity and the
divine huxley consistently examined the spiritual basis of both the
individual and human society always seeking to reach an authentic
and clearly defined experience of the divine featuring an
introduction by renowned religious scholar huston smith this
celebration of ultimate reality proves relevant and prophetic in
addressing the spiritual hunger so many feel today
The Doors of Perception 2017-03-20 we know from countless
spirituality and self help books that authentic joy has no object it is
truly free and boundless and yet try as we might how many of us
can say that joy is more than a fleeting fleeting daniel odier s
approach which is based in part on his study of chinese zen is
refreshingly straightforward all it requires is a willingness to
disengage from our habitual ways of thinking and practice being
present throughout the day he calls his method the practice of
consciousness its purpose is to unlock our spontaneity and recover
our innocence and creativity he writes consciousness manifests
itself as presence to work with presence is similar to learning a
musical instrument the body being our instrument to enter this
state take a sensation such as water flowing into your hand or the
feel of your bare feet on the ground enter deeply into the contact
breathe by relaxing your abdomen and after fifteen or twenty
seconds leave the sensation and return to your habitual mode
doing this thirty forty or fifty times a day allows us to enter into a
deep acquaintance with sensation with a nod to aldous huxley
whose book doors of perception laid the groundwork for the
psychedelic and sexual revolutions odier s aim is nothing short of
total human liberation still he is realistic about the power that
habit and our ingrained ways of operating in the world has over us
to counter them he offers up some mischievous advice like this
there is something suspect about our adoration of harmony one of
the things i fantasize about is replacing the buddha on my altar
with one of caesar the harmony of the buddha puts us to sleep and
makes us soft but the chaos of caesar can wake us up every
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morning before this altar we would abandon harmony in favor of
the infinite possibilities that chaos represents with doors of joy
daniel odier has discovered the trip wire that keeps us from
experiencing lasting joy and he gives us the tool kit that will bring
it back into our lives for good
Rio Tigre and Beyond 1985 in 1954 aldous huxley s hugely
influential book the doors of perception was published huxley s
title is taken from william blake s 1793 book the marriage of
heaven and hell in this blake makes the following observation if
the doors of perception were cleansed every thing would appear to
man as it is infinite for man has closed himself up till he sees all
things thro narrow chinks of his cavern opening the doors of
perception will update huxley s work and suggest process and
procedures whereby man can indeed perceive reality in its true
glory the concept of the scale of transcendence is analysed in
great detail and suggests that there is a scale of perceptions
whereby the doors of perception are slowly opened and bit by bit
they reveal the true nature of reality as suggested by most
esoteric teachings and mystic traditions most human beings
perceive the doors as being securely closed however there are
occasions when the doors become slightly ajar and allow fleeting
glimpses of what the gnostics called the pleroma for normal
people these glimpses are experienced during fleeting noetic
experiences however for others the doors are prized upon by
certain neurological processes starting with migraine and
progressing through various altered states such as temporal lobe
epilepsy bi polar syndrome autism and finally when the doors are
fully open schizophrenia
Plant Intelligence and the Imaginal Realm 2014-05-14 the
doors of perception is a book by aldous huxley it elaborates on his
psychedelic experience under the influence of mescaline
The Divine Within 2013-07-02 we rely on your support to help us
keep producing beautiful free and unrestricted editions of
literature for the digital age will you support our efforts with a
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donation mrs aldwinkle an english aristocrat of a certain age has
purchased a mansion in the italian countryside she wishes to bring
a salon of intellectual luminaries into her orbit and to that end she
invites a strange cast of characters to spend time with her in her
palazzo irene her young niece ms thriplow a governess turned
novelist mr calamy a handsome young man of great privilege and
even greater ennui mr cardan a worldly gentleman whose main
talent seems to be the enjoyment of life hovenden a young
motorcar obsessed lord with a speech impediment and mr falx a
socialist leader to this unlikely cast is soon added mr chelifer an
author with an especially florid overwrought style that is wasted
on his day job as editor of the rabbit fancier s gazette and the
elvers a scheming brother who is the guardian of his mentally
challenged sister as this unlikely group mingles they discuss a
great many grand topics love art language life culture yet very
early on the reader comes to realize that behind the pompousness
of their elaborate discussions lies nothing but vacuity these
characters are a satire of the self important intellectuals of huxley
s era his skewering of their intellectual barrenness continues as
the group moves on to a trip around the surrounding country in a
satire of the grand tour tradition the party brings their english
snobbery out in full force as they traipse around rome sure of
nothing else except in their belief that italy is culturally superior
simply because it s italy as the vacation winds down we re left with
a biting lampoon of the elites who suppose themselves to be at
the height of art and culture the kinds of personalities that arise in
every generation sure of their own greatness but unable to
actually contribute anything to the world of art and culture that
they feel is so important
The Doors of Joy 2014-06-02 an inspired gathering of religious
writings that reveals the divine reality common to all faiths
collected by aldous huxley the perennial philosophy aldous huxley
writes may be found among the traditional lore of peoples in every
region of the world and in its fully developed forms it has a place
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in every one of the higher religions with great wit and stunning
intellect drawing on a diverse array of faiths including zen
buddhism hinduism taoism christian mysticism and islam huxley
examines the spiritual beliefs of various religious traditions and
explains how they are united by a common human yearning to
experience the divine the perennial philosophy includes selections
from meister eckhart rumi and lao tzu as well as the bhagavad gita
tibetan book of the dead diamond sutra and upanishads among
many others
Doors of Perception 1989 selfhood and appearing explores how
as embodied subjects we are in the very world that we consciously
internalize employing the insights of merleau ponty and patočka
this volume examines how the intertwining of both senses of being
in physical and conscious constitutes our reality
Doors of Perception 1989 delphiclassics com
Opening the Doors of Perception 2016-09-30 selected writings
from the author of brave new world and the doors of perception on
the role of psychedelics in society includes letters and lectures by
huxley never published elsewhere in may 1953 aldous huxley took
four tenths of a gram of mescaline the mystical and transcendent
experience that followed set him off on an exploration that was to
produce a revolutionary body of work about the inner reaches of
the human mind huxley was decades ahead of his time in his
anticipation of the dangers modern culture was creating through
explosive population increase headlong technological advance and
militant nationalism and he saw psychedelics as the greatest
means at our disposal to remind adults that the real world is very
different from the misshapen universe they have created for
themselves by means of their culture conditioned prejudices much
of huxley s writings following his 1953 mescaline experiment can
be seen as his attempt to reveal the power of these substances to
awaken a sense of the sacred in people living in a technological
society hostile to mystical revelations moksha a sanskrit word
meaning liberation is a collection of the prophetic and visionary
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writings of aldous huxley it includes selections from his acclaimed
novels brave new world and island both of which envision societies
centered around the use of psychedelics as stabilizing forces as
well as pieces from the doors of perception and heaven and hell
his famous works on consciousness expansion
The Door of Perception 2021-05-28 this book explores the ways in
which blake reacted to the subcultures of his day as well as how
he has inspired popular modernist and postmodernist figures until
the present day blake s influence on later generations of writers
and artists is more important than ever extending into film
psychology children s literature and graphic novels
Those Barren Leaves 2023-06-15 buddhist philosophy of anicca
impermanence dukkha suffering and
The Doors of Perception 2008-01-01 the creation of
metropolitan areas is influenced by a wide array of factors both
practical and ecological they can also be influenced by immaterial
characteristics of a given area the handbook of research on
perception driven approaches to urban assessment and design is a
scholarly resource that assesses metropolitan development and its
relation to the ecological and sustainability issues these areas face
featuring coverage on a wide range of topics such as user
centered urban planning perception of urban landscapes and
thermal comfort in urban contexts this publication is geared
toward professionals practitioners researchers and students
seeking relevant research on the effective planning of
metropolitan areas and their relation to the ecological and
sustainability issues that face such areas
The Perennial Philosophy 2012-02-14 a gripping biography by
the author of brave new world in 1634 urbain grandier a
handsome and dissolute priest of the parish of loudun was tried
tortured and burnt at the stake he had been found guilty of
conspiring with the devil to seduce an entire convent of nuns
grandier maintained his innocence to the end but four years after
his death the nuns were still being subjected to exorcisms to free
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them from their demonic bondage huxley s vivid account of this
bizarre tale of religious and sexual obsession transforms our
understanding of the medieval world
Doors of Perception 1995 blake said of his works tho i call them
mine i know they are not mine so who owns blake blake has
always been more than words on a page this volume takes blake 2
0 as an interactive concept examining digital dissemination of his
works and reinvention by artists writers musicians and filmmakers
across a variety of twentieth century media
Selfhood and Appearing 2018-07-10 lawrence miller an english
expatriate in new york tells the story of what appears to be an
elaborate conspiracy to frame him for a series of brutal killings the
intricate plot entangles miller a teacher of gender studies in the
lives of a womanising colleague under investigation for sexual
harassment a lonely attorney who has developed an inexplicable
passion for miller and a shadowy bulgarian who adapts kafka for
the stage is prone to acts of explosive violence and may or may
not be sleeping under miller s office desk as the novel spirals to its
shocking conclusion lawrence miller traverses in terror the streets
of manhattan tracking the lines of human connection across the
city and out to the decaying suburbs beyond in wild pursuit of his
persecutors
Delphi Complete Works of Aldous Huxley (Illustrated)
2018-06-04 pollan keeps you turning the pages cleareyed and
assured new york times a 1 new york times bestseller new york
times book review 10 best books of 2018 and new york times
notable book a brilliant and brave investigation into the medical
and scientific revolution taking place around psychedelic drugs
and the spellbinding story of his own life changing psychedelic
experiences when michael pollan set out to research how lsd and
psilocybin the active ingredient in magic mushrooms are being
used to provide relief to people suffering from difficult to treat
conditions such as depression addiction and anxiety he did not
intend to write what is undoubtedly his most personal book but
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upon discovering how these remarkable substances are improving
the lives not only of the mentally ill but also of healthy people
coming to grips with the challenges of everyday life he decided to
explore the landscape of the mind in the first person as well as the
third thus began a singular adventure into various altered states of
consciousness along with a dive deep into both the latest brain
science and the thriving underground community of psychedelic
therapists pollan sifts the historical record to separate the truth
about these mysterious drugs from the myths that have
surrounded them since the 1960s when a handful of psychedelic
evangelists inadvertently catalyzed a powerful backlash against
what was then a promising field of research a unique and elegant
blend of science memoir travel writing history and medicine how
to change your mind is a triumph of participatory journalism by
turns dazzling and edifying it is the gripping account of a journey
to an exciting and unexpected new frontier in our understanding of
the mind the self and our place in the world the true subject of
pollan s mental travelogue is not just psychedelic drugs but also
the eternal puzzle of human consciousness and how in a world
that offers us both suffering and joy we can do our best to be fully
present and find meaning in our lives
Moksha 1999-04-01 in his prescient vision of the 21st century
huxley explores buddhist ideology nuclear threat and big oil
corporate greed for over a hundred years the pacific island of pala
has been the scene of a unique experiment in civilisation its
inhabitants live in a society where western science has been
brought together with eastern philosophy to create a paradise on
earth when cynical journalist will farnaby arrives to research
potential oil reserves on pala he quickly falls in love with the way
of life on the island soon the need to complete his mission
becomes an intolerable burden and he must make a difficult
choice in counterpoint to brave new world and ape and essence
island gives us huxley s vision of utopia with an introduction by
david bradshaw
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